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Helping You Keep Up with All Friends of the Library

Survey Results: Library User
Satisfaction Is High
By Donna Flake

T

OB/GYN resident Tracy Forest, MD is among the
many frequent users of our library. See page three for
their comments about our Library.

he library conducted a user
satisfaction survey in March and
April 2011. A total of 320
persons completed the survey,
including persons who visited the
library, SEAHEC physicians, SEAHEC
residents, SEAHEC employees,
NHRMC physicians, nurses and
employees, and employees from
Wilmington Health Associates, Cape
Fear Community College, the Tileston
Clinic, and lay people.
The survey resulted in 40 library
users requesting library orientations
– or classes in how to use the AHEC
Digital Library. Our librarians have
contacted these 40 people to set up
orientations and classes.
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Who Responded
Where do the respondents work?
 83% NHRMC
 14% SEAHEC
 3% other

What jobs do respondents have?
 65% nurses
 10% physicians
 25% other

Results Summary
 31% of respondents strongly agree

that information from library
services influences decisions in
patient care; 28% agree

The survey provided space for
comments from the respondents and
85 respondents made comments.
Almost all the comments gave
extremely high praise to the library
and its librarians. Seven persons
wrote comments asking for longer
library hours.

 36% strongly agree that

Several respondents praised a
member of the library staff by name,
demonstrating that our clientele not
only use the library’s physical and
electronic resources, but also value
the one-on-one service that a
librarian can provide.

 52% strongly agree that the

information from the library has
provided information that would
be difficult to obtain on their own;
37% agree
 Meanwhile, 52% strongly agree it

is easy to get in touch with the
library; 30% agree
response given by the librarian is
prompt; 27% agree
 64% strongly agree that the

librarians are helpful and
competent; 24% agree

For more comments from the Survey turn to page three...
Phone: 910.343.2180 • E-mail: library@seahec.net • Web: www.seahec.net
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A Word From Donna...

N

Library Happenings

ew Beginnings — that is the
theme for this issue.

I am pleased with the
results of our Library Satisfaction
Survey and I am happy to share
the positive results.
For eight years, our Library
volunteers and librarians have
been organizing fascinating local
medical photographs. This issue
presents a summary of our work
with the historical photography.
We applaud and appreciate
our Friends of the Library Program. We are happy to tell you
more about it.
I was honored to be one of
three speakers in a Medical
Library Association webcast.
The most exciting addition
to our AHEC Digital library is the
Point-of-Care product – DynaMed.
My most exciting personal
news is the birth of my first
grandchild in Norway in
October. For many years I have
tried to reach out to the world in
friendship and generosity through
various library projects. My
daughter, Catherine Flake Aasen,
has followed in my footseps with
international linkages. She
married a Norwegian, Trygve, and
now have a beautiful daughter –
Kari Lovise.

Friends of the Library Reception: On October 26, 2011, Lillian Newton, library volunteer, strikes a
pose at the Friends reception with Dr. Jim Hundley, a Friends of the Library Board Member.

Sister Library Book
Shipment: October 20,
2011, Donna Flake and
Diane Darrow being
interviewed by local
TV news about the Library
Partnership in Moldova.
Below, volunteers loading
medical books to go to our
sister library in Moldova.
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Comments from the Library Satisfaction Survey

H

ere are some sample comments from various stakeholders regarding the work we do every day at our library. Our
clients make us proud of what we do. With comments like these, you’ll begin to understand why!

education at Cape Fear Community
College, and having access to the digital
library has already been of benefit.”

RESIDENTS COMMENTS...
“I absolutely love the free printing
available to residents and the digital
library/UpToDate! I now pull it up on my
home computer to study! Excellent
hospital library.”

“I refer my students often to the library. I
would like to incorporate a library tour for
new pharmacy staff.”
“Invaluable resource for healthcare
providers.”

“Great staff! Very prompt!”
“You guys are awesome! Always willing to
help, and always courteous and friendly.
You are always quick to respond to
requests, and do many things for us that
we just don’t know how to do as well, or
would not have time to get to as quickly.”
“The librarians are always very helpful
with research.”
“Really enjoy the book sales! Also, didn’t
know I could access Portal/EMR from
Computer Lab.”
“Thanks for all the great support for the
residents and for helping us stay
informed! Our library is AWESOME!”

COMMENTS FROM OTHERS...
“A very rich resource for all who use it.
Invaluable and needed.”
“Librarians are great. They are very
helpful and always willing to help with
literature searches, etc.”
“Always great service from the library.
Always helpful.”
“Librarians and the SEAHEC Library are
invaluable to me and my job. Their
willingness to educate staff on the
resources available has opened up great
research opportunities for our staff and
the staff are extremely grateful for it.”
“The librarians have been extremely
helpful when I needed the library’s
resources. Thank you.”
“The Librarians are both expert and

resourceful in their oversight of the
library. What a tremendous service the
library team provide!”
“EVERYONE in the SEAHEC Library –
Staff & Volunteers – are ALWAYS
pleasant, congenial, and asking/willing
to be of prompt assistance and service!
The BEST Group!”
“Excellent service and willingness to
help.”
“Great place to study. Atmosphere very
comfortable.”
“Have already had an orientation and
overview of AHEC Digital Library – very
helpful resources used during pursuit of
online MSN degree.”
“I am nurse and student with Grand
Canyon University and have appreciated
all the assistance from the librarians.
Easy access to library resources and oneon-one assist with the online library is
appreciated.”
“I have nothing but good things to say
about my library experiences. The library
staff are always very helpful.”

“I’ve already had an orientation to the
library – very informative and useful. Our
practice council has also oriented to the
library and have benefitted from their
searches.”
“I’ve had research requests completed
for me in a timely manner; find personnel
to be kind and helpful.”
“Keep up the good work!”
“Library and librarians are great and so
helpful! And sooo friendly! I love it that
the library helps the pharm residents
with searches and is so helpful to them!”
“The library and staff are valuable
resources for furthering my education
and knowledge. I am really glad that they
are available.”
“The library is a great resource for this
hospital and is greatly appreciated.”
“The library services provided are
excellent due to great leadership. The
library has a wonderful staff!“
“The library staff are top-notch and very
helpful! It is a well run operation.”
“The staff that work in the library are
always willing to help and/or go the extra
mile to get you what you need.”

“I just started using the digital database
from home and it has been very helpful .”

“What a terrific resource. Thanks for all
you do for our residencies, staff and
patients.”

“I recently asked for and received a
password for the digital library. I am a
nurse at NHRMC who is furthering my

“You all do a wonderful job. Everyone is
always cheerful, knowledgeable, and
willing to assist in any way they can.“
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Part-time conservator Lillian Newton, CRNA, displays one of the library’s prized volumes: a ledger documenting the many thousands of dollars in donations to
local nursing education from local donors.

Our Historical Medical Photos Collection
By Donna Flake

O

ver the last eight years our library has been given a
large collection of medical photographs from many
individuals. The photographs include images from James
Walker Hospital, James Walker School of Nursing, Babies
Hospital, Cape Fear Hospital, and New Hanover Regional
Medical Center. With the help of our great volunteers, we
have sorted, organized, and put the photographs in
chronological order into albums. We are in the process of
labeling and describing many of the photographs.
Our special star in this process is Lillian Newton
who has been a New Hanover Regional Medical Center
volunteer for a long time, and also graduated from
James Walker School of Nursing in 1946. Lil (as
everyone calls her) has also involved members of the
alumni of James Walker School of Nursing in identifying
the photographs. Our library held a reception for the
alumni of the James Walker School of Nursing last year,

and our historical photographs created much interest in
this group. Members of this group have also donated
printed annuals of the School of Nursing, a nursing cap,
and a nursing cape. Lil has taught me a lot—including
how to identify the year in school of a student nurse from
James Walker School of Nursing, depending on the
number of stripes on her cap. It has been GREAT having
Lil work with our library.
Our library also has a medical record book from
James Walker Hospital from 1902—1903 in which one
line describes the patient’s information when he/she
was in the hospital. A typical entry would include: name,
disease or procedure, length of stay in the hospital,
condition at discharge, and sometimes the amount
charged. We also have a book of the Minutes of the
Board of James Walker Hospital from 1901—1914.
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Above, an early diploma and the hospital’s
first class of nurses at left.

Above, James Walker Hospital. At left, a
pediatric nurse with a young patient in 1961.

At right, student nurses
“learned by doing” at
James Walker Hospital.

Physicians are
Creatures of Habit

O

ften, when physicians come into
the library, they go directly to the
area of shelves where current
medical journals were found. On
these shelves are print journals (gift
journals from physicians and nurses)
waiting to be sent to our sister library
in the eastern European country of
Moldova. There is a note on the
shelves explaining these are gift
journals, and that our journal
collection is all-electronic. When a
physician goes to the gift journal
bookcase, our librarians go to the
physician, explain the current
electronic holdings and offer to show
him/her our electronic journals.
Oftentimes, the physician will
take time to see a demonstration by
our librarians about how to use their
EHR to open our AHEC Digital Library,
and read the medical journal he/she
was seeking. Often, they are thrilled
with the new, easy, and convenient
method of using our electronic
journals and other library resources
at any time in any place.

Donna Becomes a Grandma!
Kari Lovise Aasen
Born October 28,
2011 in Tonsberg,
Norway.
Weight: 6 lbs., 6 oz
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Why Do We Have A Friends of the Library Program?
By Donna Flake, MSLS, MSAS, AHIP

I

n 2004, funds were very tight at our SEAHEC Fales
Health Sciences Library in Wilmington, North
Carolina. I needed to increase the library revenue
and expand our budget. I knew many public libraries
had “Friends” programs, so I decided to create a
Friends program for our library. Our SEAHEC Medical
Library is part of SEAHEC which is a nonprofit
organization, thus membership in our Friends
program is tax exempt.
I began the Friends program by seeking the
support of Dr. William McMillan, CEO of Coastal
AHEC (now SEAHEC). He gave his support
enthusiastically. Then I asked Dr. Janelle Rhyne,
2004 Chief of Staff at New Hanover Regional
Medical Center, to co-sign letters with me, asking all
576 doctors at the Medical Center to become a
Friend of the Library.

Comments and Support from from Friends
“The Fales Library is one of southeastern North Carolina’s
most valuable resources and deserves our full support.”
“In a time when medical knowledge is growing
exponentially, we must ensure that knowledge is
available to all who seek it. We can do that most
productively through support of the Friends of the
Library.”
“The services and material available through our library
are critical in the delivery of healthcare to our patients
and as a part of our health education mission.”
“I rely on the AHEC library for punctual information in a
comprehensive search that directly impacts and improves
patient care for me. The staff has always been quite
friendly, knowledgeable and patient.”
“The opportunity to help the library is an opportunity to
help the whole healthcare team.”
“I heartily encourage support of the SEAHEC Library and
services. I have been a Friend of the Library for years and
I find that the services provided by the library have been
very clinically applicable and timely.”
“With information we are wise and progressive; but
without it, we stumble in darkness and are slaughtered by
chance. Nowhere is information more vital and productive
than in the world of healthcare. For this reason, I am
proud to be a Library Friend.”
“I think all you are doing is phenomenal, and I applaud
you for all of your efforts. Thanks for always keeping
nursing in the loop.”

Structure of Friends Memberships
We invite individuals and local businesses to join the
Friends program each year. The SEAHEC Fales Health
Sciences Library offers three levels of individual
memberships:
Silver Friend

$50 - $99 a year

Gold Friend

$100 - $499 a year

Platinum Friend

$500 + a year

15 businesses and restaurants in Wilmington
are, or have been, Corporate Friends. PPD has also
provided a large corporate donation every year.
Board of Directors
The directors of our Friends of the library include:
Bill and Mary Stanfield - Marty is the daughter of
Dr. Robert M. Fales, our library’s namesake.
Dr. Jim Hundley and his wife, Linda - Dr. Hundley
now sends out letters to all NHRMC physicians
annually encouraging them to join Friends.
Results of the Friends Program
From 2004—2011, our Friends program has raised
over $180,000 which has helped to purchase:
DVDs on nursing and medical topics
New computer
FAX cord for our copier to fax
Library furniture
Medical books
Wireless Internet
Book truck
Books
Printers
Publicizing/Promoting Our Friends’ Memberships
Plaques at the entrance to the library include the
names of all those who joined the Friends program
during the calendar year.
Newsletter: The Library publishes this newsletter
of library events. The back cover lists all the
Friends of the Library, by category of Friends
memberships.
Shared Success
Our Friends of the Library program is very successful.
The amount of time spent setting up the program and
running it are well worth all the benefits to the library.
We certainly value the feelings of goodwill and
financial support from the community.
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Exempla St. Joseph
Hospital–Denver
Rex Hospital–Raleigh
InfoButtons

Donna Joins Recent
International Webcast

E

arlier this year the Medical Library
Association invited Library
Director Donna Flake to be one of the
speakers at an international webcast
to medical librarians. The topic of the
event was “Shifting Skills to Navigate
the Changing Horizon: Finding our
Way in the New Biomedical Research
and Healthcare Environments.”
Donna’s presentation addressed:
Medical libraries integrating their
virtual libraries inside their
hospitals’ Electronic Health
Records (EHR)
The use of InfoButtons
Regional Extension Centers RECs
and Meaningful Use
Virtual Library Integration
The SEAHEC Medical Library
integrated its AHEC Digital Library
inside NHRMC’s McKesson’s EHR in
2008. Once NHRMC moves to EPIC
next June it will include our AHEC
Digital Library. Few medical libraries
have done this. Among these
institutions are…
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center–Nashville
University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center
Oregon Health and Science
University Hospital – Portland,
Oregon. This hospital uses EPIC.
The library makes a wide variety of
databases available through EPIC,
DynaMed and many more.
University of Washington Medical
Center–Seattle

Infobuttons are linking
devices in an electronic
resource. A simplistic
description of how they
would work in an EHR:
The doctor is looking in
the EHR of his/her
patient that has had an
appendectomy. The doctor could right
click on the word “appendectomy” and
be taken to a database of medical
information, such as DynaMed to that
precise medical topic.
RECS and Meaningful Use
In 2010, the Office of the National
Coordinator for Health Information
Technology provided grant funding to
create Regional Extension Centers. The
mandate of the Regional Extension
Center is to assist small medical office
practices and small clinics to select,
adopt, and implement an EHR system.
There are 62 RECs in the US. North
Carolina has one REC consisting of
nine teams. The REC team in
Wilmington has signed up over 300
providers. The ultimate goal of using an
EHR rather than a paper medical
record is to improve the quality of care
provided to patients. An EHR can be
used to track medical care provided to
patients, see any gaps in the care
provided, and fix the gaps or problems.
This process is defined as meaningful
use. For example, if a small practice
has 200 diabetic patients, an EHR be
used to see if all 200 diabetic patients
received foot exams every six months.
An EHR could generate a report listing
patients who missed the foot exam in
the last six months. An office assistant
could telephone those diabetics who
missed the foot exam to schedule an
appointment.
This is “meaningful use”. It means
using the EHR to improve patient care
in a meaningful way.
My librarians at the SEAHEC Medical
Library work closely with the Regional
Extension Center here in Wilmington.
Our REC team visits physician practices
and also markets our library services.
Our NC AHEC Library consortium works
with the nine REC teams to help them
develop websites, and improve their
shared information.

DynaMed and AHEC
Digital Libary

O

ne of our most exciting accomplishments recently is the purchase of the point-of-care database
DynaMed. The DynaMed database is
available to all New Hanover Regional
Medical Center nurses, employees,
physicians with admitting privileges,
and SEAHEC residents, physicians
and employees. Here is how to access
DynaMed:
A. From NHRMC Portal
(Electronic Health Record)
1. Go into Portal
2. Click on HOME
3. Click on AHEC Digital Library –
no password is required
4. Select DynaMed from the menu
B. From HED
1. Click on “Patient” in top left
corner
2. Select AHEC Digital Library from
the drop down menu
3. Select DynaMed
C. Home Access
1. Fill out a form for the AHEC
Digital Library.
2. You will be given a website and
a password.
To obtain the form call the library at
343-2180, or email the library at
library@seahec.net.
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Thank You to All the Friends of the Library!
CORPORATE FRIENDS

Karen Pleva

PPD

Dr. Janelle Rhyne
Dr. Derrick Robinson

Platinum Friends ($500+)

Dr. Eric R. Rosenberg

Dr. Sunil Arora

Alma and Sarah Said

Dr. and Mrs. Mark D. Darrow

Dr. and Mrs. Areen Said

Dr. Joey William Eakins

Mrs. Hanan Said

Dr. Charles Neal

Dr. John W. Sanders

Dr. Kavita Persaud

Dr. Mary Sauer

Dr. J. Richard Tamisiea

Dr. Gregory F. Schimizzi
Dr. Rajesh Solanki

Gold Friends ($100--499)
Dr. John Anagnost
Sue Ballato
Dr. Thomas Blackstone
Dr. George Brinson
Dr. Brian Brodwater
Dr. Phillip M. Brown, Jr.
Dr. William Buchanan
Dr. Kevin Cannon
Dr. Spencer Carney
Dr. Timothy Chase
Drs. Thomas and Michele Clancy
Dr. Gordon Coleman
Dr. Samuel B. Collins
Dr. William Cooper
Dr. William Crafford, Jr.
Dr. Celine Daily
Johnsie Davis
Dr. Thaddeus Dunn
Dr. Thomas Eskew
Megan Fales
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Fales, Jr.
Dr. Saralyn Gillikin
Dr. Michael Goldwasser
Dr. James Ewell Graham, Jr.
Dr. Charles Hahn
Dr. Sandra Hall
Dr. Robert Henihan
Dr. G. Van Huffmon
Dr. and Mrs. Jim Hundley
Dr. Robert Johnson

Mr. & Mrs. Mercer Fales Stanfield
Dr. Robert Kelly

Taylor & Jessica Stanfield

Dr. William King

Will & Robin Stanfield

Dr. Michael C. Kinnebrew

Mr. and Mrs. William Stanfield

Dr. Joseph Kittinger

Dr. William Sutton

Dr. Steven Klein

Dr. Mark Tillotson

Dr. John H. Knab

Janet Toedt

Dr. Larry Knott

Dr. John Turner

Dr. John Lovett

Dr. Joshua Vogel

Dr. Robert Lubanski

Dr. Elizabeth von Biberstein

Roger Mason

Dr. Gene Wallin

Beth Mathews

Dr. Adam Weinberg

Dr. and Mrs. William McMillan

Dr. Edward W. Whitesides

Dr. Thomas E. Melin

Dr. Randall Willard

Dr. Douglas Messina

Dr. Kenneth Willeford

Dr. Clinton Meyer

Dr. Clarence L. Wilson

Dr. Martin Meyerson

Dr. Jeff Wright

Dr. Fernando Moya

Carolinas Oral and Facial
Surgery Center

Dr. Mark Murphy
Dr. Neill Musselwhite
Dr. Kenneth W. Myers
Dr. Robert Nichols
Dr. Frederick Opper
Dr. Tim Oster
Dr. Hemantkumar Patel
Dr. Aman Pathak
Dr. Paul Payne
Dr. Michelle Pearce
Dr. Prabhakar Pendse
Dr. Joseph Pino

Silver Friends ($50--99)
Richard & Carolyn Biberstein
Dorothy Bishop
Laurie Bystrom
Avery and Greta Cloud
Scott & Karen Maclean
Dr. William Russell
Dr. Brian Shiro
Dr. Henry Temple
Dr. Leo Warshauer
Dr. Peter Zeman

